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Abstract. The eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull in the3

spring of 2010 lasted for 39 days with an explosive phase (14–18 April), an4

effusive phase (18 April–4 May) and a phase with renewed explosive activ-5

ity (5–17 May). Images every 5 seconds from a camera mounted 34 km from6

the volcano are available for most of the eruption. Applying the maximum7

cross-correlation method (MCC) on these images, the velocity structure of8

the eruption cloud has been mapped in detail for four time intervals cover-9

ing the three phases of the eruption. The results show that on average there10

are updrafts in one part of the cloud, and lateral motion or downdrafts in11

another. Even within the updraft part, there are alternating motions of strong12

updrafts, weak updrafts and downward motion. These results show a highly13

variable plume driven by intermittent explosions. The results are discussed14

in the context of integral plume models, and in terms of elementary parcel15

theory.16
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1. Introduction

A volcanic plume rising into the atmosphere is a spectacular, awe inspiring phenomena.17

The rising plume is a turbulent mixture of volcanic ash, gases, entrained atmospheric18

water and air. In the standard conceptual model of a volcanic plume [Sparks et al., 1997]19

a plume can be split into three regions, or dynamic phases: Just above the vent the plume20

is a high velocity mixture of gas and solids that rises on account of its own momentum. In21

this phase the plume is denser than the ambient air, but as it rises its density is reduced22

through the entrainment, mixing and heating of ambient air. If this process continues for23

a sufficient length of time it will make the plume positively buoyant and from which point24

it rises convectively. The transition from the gas thrust phase to the positively buoyant25

convective phase can occur few hundred meters to a few kilometers above the vent [Sparks ,26

1986], depending on the eruption strength. The convective phase typically makes up the27

majority of vertical extent of the plume, for intermediate and weak eruptions it reaches28

a few kilometers in altitude, but for strong eruptions it can reach into the stratosphere.29

Eventually, the rising plume loses its buoyancy and as it approaches its level of neutral30

buoyancy it enters the third and topmost region, the umbrella, where its spreads out and31

ash may be advected into the far field.32

Although the description above, strictly speaking, only applies to Plinian eruptions,33

salient features of it can apply to other types of eruptions. For instance associated with34

a non-explosive effusive eruption, the lava may act as intense heat source leading to35

the formation of a buoyant cloud. Indeed, theoretical understanding of the dynamics of36

volcanic plumes originates in work on the dynamics of thermally buoyant plumes [Morton37
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et al., 1956]. One aspect of the theory is that subject to certain assumptions about the38

dynamics, a scaling rule can be derived relating the height of a steady thermal plume39

to the one-fourth power of the strength of the heat source. For purely thermal plumes40

this scaling rule is backed up with empirical evidence [Morton et al., 1956; Briggs , 1969;41

Carazzo et al., 2008] but remarkably, it has also been found to apply to volcanic plumes,42

although with a slightly different exponent [Carey and Sparks , 1986; Mastin et al., 2009].43

That such a scaling rule should apply to volcanic plumes is not obvious, since during44

volcanic eruptions the height of the plume is potentially also affected by factors such as45

the extent of the gas thrust region, ash loading and fallout, the atmospheric temperature46

lapse rate [Glaze and Baloga, 1996], humidity [Tupper et al., 2009], variable entrainment47

rate of ambient air; which can be affected by wind [Bursik , 2001] and/or atmospheric48

stratification [Carazzo et al., 2008]. Recent modifications of this scaling rule, incorporating49

the effects of wind shear [Woodhouse et al., 2013] and extending it to plumes bent over50

by the wind [Degruyter and Bonadonna, 2012] have further cemented its application to51

volcanic eruptions.52

Expanding on Morton et al. [1956] and other previous work [Wilson, 1976; Wilson et al.,53

1978; Settle, 1978; Sparks and Wilson, 1982; Sparks , 1986; Wilson et al., 1987], Woods54

[1988] published a model combining the three distinct regions of volcanic plumes. As well55

as predicting the height of the plume, this model also predicted the average velocity profile56

in the plume depending on source related parameters, such as amount of solid pyroclasts,57

vent diameter, velocity and plume temperature at the source. Subsequent modelling work58

added the influence of ambient wind [Bursik , 2001; Woodhouse et al., 2013] and improved59

the thermodynamics of the plume [Mastin, 2007]. For the steady state conditions, assumed60
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in the above models to apply, the steady source must be maintained for a duration of time61

significantly longer than the ascent time of the plume. In cases where this does not apply,62

the time dependent version of thermal plume theory [Scase et al., 2006], as applied to63

volcanic eruptions by Scase [2009] is needed.64

The above models are integral models, in that the plume is at each height-level treated as65

well mixed and thus its temperature, velocity, density, etc. can be represented by a profile66

reflecting the average conditions at each altitude. Even in the case of time-dependent67

models it is assumed that the turbulent motion in the plume mixes its constituents fast68

enough for these average profiles to be meaningful and representative.69

The decrease in velocity that occurs in the gas thrust phase may continue, albeit at a70

slower rate in the convective phase. For strong enough eruptions, models can also show71

super-buoyant behavior [Bursik and Woods , 1991], where the plume velocities increase72

after the transition to a buoyant phase. However, the observational evidence for these73

velocity profiles is not extensive, a short summary is given below.74

One of the first studies of velocities in a volcanic plume was that of Sigurgeirsson [1966]75

who analyzed camera data from 1 Dec 1963 to estimate velocities of individual cloud76

turrets in the upper part of the plume during the Surtsey eruption. The velocities ranged77

from 10 – 14 m s−1 at 6 to 8 km altitude. While not explicitly stated, it is likely that the78

cloud turrets originated in explosions at the vent, but Sigurgeirsson [1966] reports them79

as rising faster than surrounding plume to an altitude of about 8 km.80

Early observations of velocities in volcanic plumes, summarized in Sparks et al. [1997],81

were focused on starting plumes, the initial thermal that rises from a maintained source.82

Analysis of the 22 April 1979 eruption of the Soufriere, St. Vincent volcano, showed that83
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in the first three minutes the plume rose almost 9 km but it was fed by a sequence of84

starting plumes, resulting from closely spaced (in time) explosions at the vent. These85

starting plumes had velocities ranging from 8.5 ms−1 to 62 m s−1, with stronger plumes86

overtaking earlier weaker plumes. Similarly, during the initial phase of the 20 Feb 199087

Lascar eruption, two starting plumes with different velocities were analyzed. For the88

weaker one, the vertical velocity of the leading edge was about 30 m s−1 at 2 km above89

the vent, but had reduced to about 10 m s−1 at 8 km. The stronger plume had velocities90

of about 55 m s−1 at 4 km above the vent, falling to about 10 m s−1 at 14 km. A velocity91

profile calculated from data collected on the 17 October 1980 during the Mount St. Helens92

eruption showed velocities falling from an initial value of about 50 m s−1 at 600 m above93

the vent to just over 20 m s−1 at 800 m height, increasing to 40 m s−1 in the next 80 m of94

ascent.95

Sparks et al. [1997] also summarized observations of velocities in the gas thrust phase96

from the Heimaey 1973 eruption. Estimates of the gas motion were based on tracking of97

particles that were small enough to be considered embedded in the gas flow. The analysis98

revealed velocities in the 150–200 m s−1 range about 50 m above the volcano, decelerating99

rapidly in the next 50–100 m and then reaching steady values of 25–35 m s−1 about 150 m100

above the vent. More recent observations from Stromboli using high frame rate thermal101

cameras have revealed a high velocity gas jet just above the vent, that could carry small102

particles at an average velocity of about 80 m s−1, but with the gas jet reaching velocities103

of 213 m s−1 [Harris et al., 2012]. In another study using a high frame rate thermal camera,104

the velocities at the Santiaguito volcano were estimated to range from 15–50 m s−1 within105

the gas thrust region, but 4–15 m s−1 above that [Sahetapy-Engel and Harris , 2009].106
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Petersen et al. [2012] analyzed camera data from the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption107

and estimated starting plume ascent velocities for three different periods of the eruption.108

This eruption had an explosive phase (14–18 April), an effusive phase (18 April–4 May)109

and phase with renewed explosive activity (5–17 May) [Gudmundsson et al., 2012]. The110

results show that during the weak effusive phase, velocities ranged from about 20 m s−1
111

just above the vent but fell to zero within a km above the vent. During the explosive112

phases, the height of the plume varied. When the eruption was at its strongest, and the113

plume rose above 5 km altitude, velocities ranged from 15–30 m s−1 in the convective part114

of the plume, but during a time when the plume only rose to about 4 km altitude, the115

velocities ranged from 15 m s−1 in the lower part of the plume to 5 m s−1 in the upper116

part.117

The above summary of volcanic plume velocity estimates supports higher velocities118

in gas thrust phase than in the convective phase, but also shows how convective phase119

velocities can vary within the same eruption, when the plume is supported by a sequence120

of discrete explosions at the vent. As is to be expected, there is also a big difference121

between eruptions of different types and strength.122

However, it should be noted that the above studies do not provide detailed empirical123

evidence for the velocity profiles predicted by the integral models. Indeed the structure124

of the velocity field within an eruption plume, its spatial and temporal variability has not125

been described in any detail. It is possible that the observed starting plume velocities,126

discussed above, are not reflective of average plume velocities, in which case these ob-127

servations would have little bearing on profiles predicted by the models. In this regard,128

several questions need to be considered: a) What is the average velocity within an erup-129
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tion cloud? b) What is its temporal and spatial variability? – And related to these c)130

how well do the velocities of discrete plumes, arising from an explosion at the vent reflect131

the average velocities within the cloud?132

The purpose of this paper is to examine these questions using data from the 2010133

Eyjafjallajökull eruption. In section 2 we describe the data used and section 3 contains a134

description of the methods. Results of the analysis are given in section 4. In this section we135

begin by examining the velocities of identifiable features in the eruption plume. Typically136

these features are cloud turrets that originate in an explosion at the vent, and might thus137

be considered as analogous to the starting plumes discussed above. Next, we examine138

the plume velocity field, its average spatial structure and its temporal variability. We139

then examine the average profile of vertical velocity and contrast that with the turret140

velocities derived earlier. Finally we study how representative the average velocities are141

by examining a 6 hour segment from 17 April. We conclude with a discussion section.142

2. Data

Several cameras were mounted with a view of the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in April-May143

2010. The most useful camera for monitoring the height evolution of the plume was144

located in the village of Hvolsvöllur, 34 km from the volcano. It had a clear view of the145

volcano and the sky above up to about 5.2 km a.s.l. (Fig. 1). The camera images were146

saved every five seconds, with vertical resolution at the volcano of about 15 pixels per147

100 m. During a few days in May the camera was switched to a low resolution mode148

with only about 9 pixels per 100 m. While the duration of the eruption was 39 days149

the camera only afforded a clear view of the entire plume for a few of these days, due to150

low-visibility weather such as low clouds, precipitation, night-time darkness, mist or haze.151
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On an hourly basis there was a clear view of the plume-top 17% of the time. Arason et al.152

[2011] describe the camera data and its limitations in more detail. In the present study153

the data is limited to three days, one from each phase of the eruption. The first day is154

17 April, when the eruption was explosive and visibility was very good. On 20 April,155

the second day analyzed here, the eruption had entered the effusive phase and explosive156

activity had ceased. On 11 May, the third day analyzed here, explosive activity had157

started again. However by this time, prevalent haze meant that visibility was worse than158

during the two other days analyzed, and furthermore on this day the camera had been159

switched to the low resolution mode. While this results in noisier images on 11 May than160

during the earlier days, the images are still of sufficient quality to yield useful information161

on the velocities in the plume.162

Based on comparison of weather radar data and plume top height altitudes derived163

from these images, Arason et al. [2011] estimated that for the duration of the eruption164

cross-wind effects result in an uncertainty in plume-top altitudes that are on the order of165

10%. In this respect there are two issues related to the aspect of the plume as seen from166

the cameras, that need to be discussed. First, the winds can blow the plume away from167

(towards) the camera, in which case the scale in Fig. 1 will underestimate (overestimate)168

the true altitude of the plume. The second issue relates to the the fact that an expanding169

plume is a three dimensional structure, so even without wind the upper part of the plume,170

as seen from the cameras, would not be in the same vertical plane as the lower part of171

the plume. Below, these two issues are addressed in turn.172

As Fig. 1 shows the volcano lies to the ESE of the village Hvolsvöllur, so ideally the173

winds aloft should be from NNE for the eruption cloud to drift perpendicular to the line174
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of sight. However, the actual winds deviated from this direction, and we have tried to175

examine the degree to which this affected our results.176

Using the model derived wind field that were used to drive the UK Met Office’s Nu-177

merical Atmospheric-dispersion Modeling Environment (NAME) for the Eyjafjallajökull178

eruption [Dacre et al., 2011] we examined the influence of the winds over Eyjafjallajökull179

on the plume motion estimates for the three days used here. We calculated the average180

winds in the layer 4 km above the volcano, and the angle with which the winds aloft devi-181

ated from the the direction perpendicular to the line of sight. We found that during the 17182

April intervals the wind direction aloft ranged from 17–21◦ away from this direction, with183

average velocities of about 14 m s−1, on 20 April the angle was 51◦ and the average wind184

about 12 m s−1 and on 11 May the angle was 43◦ and the average wind about 18 m s−1.185

Based on a visual examination of the image sequence, we found that the time that it took186

a cloud feature to rise from the vent to the top of the plume was generally less than 5187

minutes, which means that it would at most drift from the vent by about 5 km. Based on188

these numbers we calculated the apparent height that a plume top at 4 km altitude but189

displaced 5 km away from the vent in the direction of the prevailing wind, would appear190

at in our images. We found that in this case the apparent altitude as seen in our images191

would have been less than 6% below the true altitude on 17 April, but 10–11% on the192

other two days.193

The expansion of the plume into the atmosphere can lead to an overestimation of the194

true altitude of the plume, if the top of the plume is in a vertical plane that is closer to195

the camera than the vent is. However, if the sideways expansion of the plume is used as196

a guide Figs. 1–3 show that the plume width was at most 1–2 km, which means that the197
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absolute error due to the expansion of the plume is much less than the error due to the198

wind. As the wind effects were actually leading to an underestimate of the true plume199

height, any expansion effect would act to reduce that underestimation.200

To summarize, the errors in estimating plume altitude due to the expansion of the plume201

and due to wind drift are at most just above 10%, in agreement with the estimates of202

Arason et al. [2011]. Since the camera clock did not drift, these are the same percentage203

errors we get in our velocity estimates.204

3. Methods

Automated methods for cloud tracking have a long history in the meteorological com-205

munity [Clark et al., 1968; Leese et al., 1971; Arking et al., 1978]. Different classes of206

algorithms exist for tracking apparent motion in satellite images (see discussion in Velden207

et al. [2005] for details). Among the simpler methods is the maximum cross-correlation208

(MCC) method, that searches for the highest correlation between small blocks of pixels209

in sequential images. This method has applications in different geoscience related fields210

[Lavergne et al., 2010; Yahia et al., 2010] and is widely used to estimate atmospheric211

motion vectors [Giri and Sharma, 2011]. Two variants of the MCC method have been212

developed here. Both methods work on a sequence of images, consisting of several minutes213

of images taken every 5 seconds.214

In the first one, an identifiable feature is selected, typically a part of a cloud turret that215

is rising following an explosion at the vent. A box encompassing the feature is defined,216

and in the next image in the sequence, the box that has the highest correlation with the217

first box is found (Figs. 2a,b). Proceeding this way through the whole sequence of images218

allows us to track the motion of the feature (Fig. 2c). While the method is not sensitive219
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to slow changes in the shape of the feature being tracked, it can fail if the feature changes220

rapidly. Likewise the method may be distracted by other motion, such as horizontal cloud221

motion in the background of the images. Such failures are easy to spot by visual inspection222

of the tracks obtained (see Fig. 2c). Once the tracks are obtained the vertical velocity is223

found by differentiation. Details on the algorithm can be found in the appendix and in224

programs in the supplementary materials.225

This method attempts a Lagrangian tracking of a cloud feature. While the track allows226

us to estimate the ascent velocity of the feature tracked, it provides incomplete information227

on the velocities within the plume. Obviously, the method can only see motion on the228

exterior of the plume, any velocity structure within the cloud that does not have an229

expression on the exterior will remain unknown. Furthermore, the velocities obtained are230

not uniformly distributed on the outside of the plume. The second issue can be resolved231

using another variant of the MCC method to estimate motion throughout the exterior of232

the plume. In this case the plume (Fig 3a) is overlaid with a grid, a box defined around233

each grid point and in the next image the MCC method is used to find the box that is234

the closest representation of the first box. As this calculation was done for each point on235

the grid, it yields an estimate of how all parts of the plume seen from the camera were236

translated between images. This was done for whole sequence of images, and from this237

the velocities on the exterior of the cloud could be mapped (Fig 3b).238

The main difference between these methods is that the first one tracks a specific feature,239

whereas the second method attempts to give a snapshot of the motion for successive240

images, and hence the velocities. An estimate of the average velocity can then be obtained241

by averaging the entire sequence of images. As this second method estimates velocities on242
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a grid, it can be thought of as giving velocities in an Eulerian framework. (This labeling243

of the methods is for convenience and should not be taken too literally).244

For successive images this Eulerian procedure gives information on the horizontal and245

vertical motions on the exterior of the plume, and also the value of the maximum cross-246

correlation (MCC) at each point (Fig 3c). The MCC is an indicator of the quality of the247

reconstructions of plume motion, and can be used to screen out unreliable estimates. This248

can be seen in Fig 3c where MCC values within the plume exceed 0.4.249

4. Results

4.1. Lagrangian velocities

Figure 4 shows the results obtained using the Lagrangian tracking method for four250

intervals during the eruption. Two of the intervals selected are from 17 April (from 16:31251

to 16:34 UTC and 20:03 to 20:06 UTC, respectively), one interval is from 20 April (from252

06:49 to 06:55 UTC) and one is from 11 May (from 10:51 to 10:55 UTC). In each case,253

several identifiable features were examined, resulting in several tracks for each interval.254

Based on the tracks the velocity as a function of altitude was calculated. In each panel,255

points of the same color belong to the same track, and the number of colors in each256

panel indicates the number of features tracked. The number of features varied, depending257

on visibility, the cloud structure and its evolution at each interval. As each image from258

the camera is broken into a finite number of pixels, a feature can only travel an integer259

number of pixels during each 5 second interval, resulting in a discretization of the velocity260

estimates, which is apparent from the points lining up vertically in each of the panels.261

The solid line in each panel is a smooth loess curve through the average velocity at each262

level.263
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Figures 4a and b show results obtained during the first explosive phase of the eruption,264

on 17 April. Both figures show an initial drop in velocity followed by a general increase265

with maximum values obtained near 4000 m altitude (∼ 2300 m above the vent, which is266

at 1670 m altitude). Above this level the rise of the features being tracked slows down,267

but in both cases the features eventually rise out of the image frame (at 5200 m altitude).268

In both figures velocities in the upper part of the plume range from 15–25 m s−1 with the269

average around 20 m s−1.270

Figure 4c is from 20 April when the eruption was effusive with little explosive activity.271

In this case the velocity estimates in the lowest 250 m of the plume are widely scattered272

but maximum velocities of about 15 m s−1 occur at around 1900 m altitude. From there273

the velocities drop, and between 3000 and 3500 m altitude the features being tracked have274

ceased rising.275

Figure 4d is from 11 May when explosive activity of the eruption had reinvigorated.276

As mentioned earlier, during the second explosive phase, visibility was reduced due to277

haze and thus fewer identifiable features could be tracked. Velocities in the lower part278

of the plume where quite high, with an average of 25 m s−1 in between 2000 and 2500 m279

altitude. Above this level the velocities fall to about 10 m s−1 at 3000 to 3500 m altitude,280

but then speed up and are about 20 m s−1 at 4000 m altitude, from where they decrease281

with altitude and are close to zero at 5000 m altitude.282

4.2. Eulerian velocities

As noted above, many of the identifiable features lie on the leading edge of the rising283

plume. Most of them remain on the leading edge as they rise. Other turrets do, however,284

become embedded in the plume as they rise. As a consequence, the velocities in Fig. 4285
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need not reflect average vertical velocities on the exterior of the cloud during the time286

intervals of the tracking. To estimate average velocity profiles, first the average of the287

snapshots (as in Fig 3b) were calculated for each time-interval.288

Figures 5 and 6 show the average motion vectors calculated for respective time-intervals.289

Figures 5a and 5c show the average motion for the two intervals on 17 April superimposed290

on the average eruption cloud for each interval (Figs. 5b and 5d). Examination of the291

estimated motion vectors shows rising motions on upwind side of the eruption cloud (above292

the vent), but lateral motion predominates on the downwind side (to the left of the vent).293

At low levels on the downwind side, the plume motion is oriented downwards along the294

slope of the mountain. This is associated with suspended ash motion in the boundary295

layer, but during this phase of the eruption there was substantial fallout [Gudmundsson296

et al., 2012].297

Figure 6a shows the average motion for 20 April. In this case the plume is much weaker298

and bent over by the wind. Rising motion is apparent on the upwind side of the cloud299

but lateral motion takes over at lower altitudes than on 17 April when the eruption was300

stronger. This can also be seen in Fig. 6b which shows the average cloud for the period301

as a bent over dispersive plume.302

Figures 6c and 6d show the results for 11 May. At this time the plume was clearly303

stronger than on 20 April, consistent with renewed explosive activity. However as figure304

6c shows, visibility was reduced, resulting in velocities only being estimated on the edges305

of the plume, the middle of the plume was too featureless for the MCC method to work.306

As a consequence, velocity estimates were only obtained for the “lower” and “upwards”307
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part of the plume, where “upwards” represents an area that extends from the vent to the308

upper part of the plume.309

The results shown in Figs. 5a and 5c are only based on velocity estimates where the310

MCC was 0.4 or higher. While this was adequate, it should be noted that in Fig. 5c311

there are areas where background cloud motion confuses the MCC method. This can be312

seen as motion vectors that clearly lie outside the main plume. As such artifacts tend to313

arise from sporadic identification of motion outside the plume, they can be screened out314

by demanding that the MCC be higher than a threshold value for more than a certain315

percentage of the time-interval studied. Figure 6 shows results where the average is only316

based on those points where the MCC exceeded a threshold value for at least 40% of the317

time interval. For 20 April (Fig. 6a) the threshold value was 0.4, the same as in Figure318

5, but for 11 May (Fig. 6c) the MCC threshold for motion vector calculations was set to319

0.5 due to the increased noise. This added constraint was sufficient to screen out noisier320

background motion.321

Figures 5 and 6 show the average spatial variability in the plume motion. In general322

there are updrafts in large parts of the plume, downwind from the vent lateral motion323

prevails, and even downward motion at lower levels. However, the average motion in the324

figures masks a significant amount of temporal variability as can be seen in Fig. 7, which325

shows the time behavior of vertical velocity on transects defined by the vertical lines in326

Figs. 5a,c and 6a,c.327

Figure 7 shows the pulsating nature of the plume motion, with several intervals of high328

vertical velocity on each panel. This is very clear for the days when the eruption was in an329

explosive phase (Figs. 7a,b,d) but even in the weak plume case of 20 April (Fig. 7c), the330
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plume can be seen pulsating although the velocities are lower. The high velocity pulses331

can be associated with features like the turrets examined with the Lagrangian method.332

They can be seen rising with a velocity far in excess of the background motion. Indeed, the333

vertical velocities following the passing of a turret can even be negative. A good example334

of this can be seen in Fig. 7a where velocities above 10 m s−1 are seen about 100 seconds335

into the sequence at around 2700 m altitude. This high velocity feature then rises in the336

next 100 seconds to 5000 m altitude. Immediately below this feature the velocity is lower,337

or about 0 – 5 m s−1, and below that the vertical velocity is negative. These alterations338

in vertical velocity are not surprising if the turrets are behaving as ring vortices [Turner ,339

1973], characteristic of rising thermals in atmospheric convection clouds [Rogers and Yau,340

1989]. In that case, downward motion below the thermals would be expected.341

It is noteworthy that velocity vectors in Figs. 5 and 6 show that on average there are342

updrafts in one part of the eruption cloud and downdrafts in another part. Furthermore,343

Fig. 7 shows alternating upward and downward motion within the updraft part of the344

cloud. Figure 8 show the average plume velocities, i.e. the velocity profiles obtained by345

spatially averaging the vertical component of the velocity vectors in Figs. 5 and 6. Due346

to the downdrafts, the average vertical velocity profiles from the plumes are different from347

the velocity profiles in Fig. 4, many of which are associated with turrets that remain348

identifiable due to the fact that they rise faster than the surrounding plume. Clearly, the349

average vertical velocities with the Eulerian method (Fig. 8) are in all cases far lower350

than those obtained with the Lagrangian method (Fig. 4).351

In Fig. 6d the plume velocities could only be estimated for two sections of the plume,352

with one extending from the vent to the upper part. The lower section had predominantly353
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lateral motion and low vertical velocity, whereas the other section showed strong vertical354

motions at low levels. Figure 8d shows in blue the average profile obtained for both355

sections, and in red the profile obtained for the section of the plume that extends from356

the vent to the upper part. Obviously, when the low velocities below 2500 m are excluded357

the profile shows higher velocities at low levels.358

4.3. Are average vertical velocity profiles representative?

The vertical velocity profiles obtained with the Lagrangian and Eulerian methods (Figs.359

4 and 8) differ not only in the magnitude, but the shape of the profiles is also substantially360

different. The obvious question is, whether the averaging time in Fig. 8 is long enough361

to yield representative averages for the plume motion, i.e. profiles that do not change362

radically between sequential averaging periods. In the analysis of Petersen et al. [2012]363

individual starting plumes during the Eyjafjallajökull eruption took 2 – 4 minutes rising364

from the vent to the top of the plume, a time interval similar to that of the four cases in365

Fig. 8. However, given the pulsating nature of the plume motion (Fig. 7) it is possible that366

this time interval is too short for stable profiles. Indeed, it is about half that suggested367

by Sparks et al. [1997] for steady state model to apply, but within the range suggested by368

Scase [2009] for time dependent plume models. In the latter study it was suggested to use369

as a “rule of thumb” that if the material properties within the cloud at any given moment370

cannot be associated with the current conditions at the vent then a time dependent model371

is appropriate. If, however, changes in the eruption are slow enough, then steady state372

models are appropriate and the velocity profiles should change slowly, driven by changes373

in conditions at the vent.374
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To examine this, velocities on 17 April were mapped for the time period starting at375

15:00 UTC extending to 21:00 UTC. The average vertical velocities, were calculated in376

the same manner as was done in Figs. 8a,b. Figure 9 shows the results of calculating the377

average vertical velocities for all 5, 10 and 30 minute intervals. For visualization, only the378

results of applying a loess smoothing filter to the data are shown in Figs. 9a,b while the379

individual average data points are also shown in Fig. 9c. The average velocity profile for380

the whole interval is shown as a thick line in Figs. 9a,b.381

The spaghetti diagram in Fig. 9a clearly shows that the 5 minute average profiles are382

usually not stable in that there often are large differences between sequential profiles.383

One can, however, also see cases where profiles that are closely spaced in time show384

very similar shape, probably reflecting time intervals when the conditions at the source385

remained steady for periods longer than 5 minutes. Examination of the 10 minute profiles386

also shows many instances where the profile radically changes shape from one 10 minute387

interval to another. However, the 10 minute profiles (Fig. 9b) also show velocities above388

3 km altitude gradually changing throughout the sequence. Early on these velocities tend389

to be higher than the average velocity for the 6 hour interval, but in the latter part of390

the time interval, vertical velocities above 3 km are less than the average. The 30 minute391

profiles (Fig. 9c) show a similar progression and range of velocities as the 10 minute392

profiles. On average the velocity profiles for the 6h interval show a speed-up with altitude393

below 3 km and a slowdown above.394

If the velocity profiles observed on the exterior of the plume for the 6 hour period could395

be represented with a steady profile (see black lines in Figs. 9a,b) plus high frequency396

stochastic variations, the width of the profile envelope should be reduced for the longer397
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averaging periods. This is examined in Fig. 9d, which shows the interquartile range398

of the velocity estimates as a function of altitude for the three averaging periods. The399

figure shows that between 2–4 km the width of the envelope of 30 minute averages is400

close to 1 m s−1, whereas it is 1.5–2 m s−1 for the 5 minute averages. Above 4 km the401

three averaging periods periods yield envelopes of similar width. Thus, the width of the402

envelope is reduced with increased averaging at lower levels but not above 4 km. The403

fact that the velocity estimates are not consistently narrower is further evidence that the404

velocity profiles are not stable.405

5. Discussion

In the standard model for a volcanic plume most of the vertical extent of the plume406

results from buoyancy driven convection. Atmospheric and source conditions define how407

much the plume rises, and how the vertical velocity changes with height. Modelling shows408

that usually the velocity will decrease with height above the momentum driven gas thrust409

region, but if the eruption is strong enough, a super-buoyant velocity profile may occur,410

in which velocities increase with altitude in the lower part of the convective region.411

As discussed in the introduction there is limited empirical evidence from volcanic erup-412

tions regarding the velocity structure of volcanic plumes. Three questions were identified413

relating to the spatial and temporal variability of the velocity within the plume, and how414

representative the starting plume velocity estimates are of the plume velocities in gen-415

eral. Here, the velocity structure on the plume exterior during the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull416

eruption has been mapped and its spatial and temporal variations examined for four time417

intervals covering all three phases of the eruption. On the basis of this analysis it is now418

possible to address these questions.419
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First, mapping of spatial distribution of plume velocities shows that upwards motion420

prevailed throughout part of the plume giving way to lateral or even downward motion421

downwind from the vent. Second, even in the updraft part of the plume, the updraft422

was not continuous, but alternated between strong updrafts, weak upward motion, and423

downdrafts, similar to atmospheric convection clouds. Third, the average vertical veloci-424

ties differed considerably from those of fast rising turrets. The average vertical velocities425

ranged from 5–10 m s−1, but analysis of the fast rising turrets yielded velocities of up to426

25 m s−1 during the explosive phases, with lower velocities in the effusive phase. The two427

different kinds of vertical velocity estimates did not yield a similar profile, and indeed428

during a 6 hour period the average vertical velocity profile varied significantly, even for a429

30 minute average.430

The conceptual picture that these results suggest is different from the one underlying the431

integral plume models discussed in the introduction. Instead of a steady or slowly varying432

source, giving rise to a plume with a well defined vertical velocity profile, the results rather433

suggest a plume driven by intermittent explosions of varying strength, followed by strong434

updrafts and fast rising cloud turrets. For the dynamics of the plume and the lofting of435

ash, the updrafts and turrets are of considerable importance.436

In the buoyant phase, the rise velocities of starting plumes can, on theoretical grounds,437

be expected to be lower than the plume average. The reason is that the starting plume438

will need to entrain stationary ambient air and thus expends some of its momentum on439

accelerating it. Indeed, Turner [1962] found empirically that the starting plume moved440

at about 60% of the mean velocity on the axis of a steady plume. However, Scase [2009]441

points out that these were based on experiments with water and brine, and may not be442
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generalizable to volcanic plumes. The Lagrangian tracking in this study follows identifiable443

turrets on the edge of the volcanic cloud, and as stated in the introduction this might be444

considered analogous to starting plumes originating in an explosion at the vent.445

However, identifying the rising turrets as starting plumes is problematic, since the446

analysis herein shows that they rise faster than the surrounding medium, not slower as447

theory would have it. Indeed the pulsating nature of the plume revealed in Fig. 7 seems448

to indicate that the rising part of the plume consists of individual thermals, rising fast449

through a background with slower ascending vertical motion, and with downward motion450

in the wake of the thermals. Note that as the method can only see motion on the exterior451

of the plume, it is, in principle, possible that the plume consists of a fairly steady core452

with transient vortices on the edges. Howver, such a description would conflict with the453

findings of Ripepe et al. [2013] who found using infrasound and thermal images that the454

plume was intermittent in behavior, and described it as ’continuous occurrence of puffs’.455

Furthermore, Bonadonna et al. [2011] also noted pulsations in the plume, and that ash456

injection into the atmosphere was variable. A steady core with transient vortices thus457

appears less likely as an explanation for the pulsation seen in Fig. 7 than a sequence of458

thermals.459

The the average vertical velocity profiles exhibit a substantial amount of variability,460

even within the same day (Fig. 9). In general, though, they show a speed-up in the lower461

part of the plume. It it unclear if this speed-up in the convective part of the plume is the462

super-buoyant behavior described by Bursik and Woods [1991], but the results herein also463

show that downwind from the vent the average motion of the plume can be downwards,464

most likely associated with fallout from the plume.465
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The theory of thermally buoyant plumes is set up in a framework of a continuous466

well defined plume. The results herein show that the velocity structure is characterized467

by individual explosive events, and this suggests that elementary parcel theory [Rogers468

and Yau, 1989] may help elucidate certain aspects of the plume behavior. According to469

this theory a parcel subject to positive buoyancy will accelerate vertically; how much470

is influenced by the strength of the buoyancy source, the mass burden (the weight of471

particulate matter) of the parcel and momentum exchange with the surroundings. Here,472

fallout from the plume is likely to alter substantially the mass burden which then alters473

the dynamics. It is possible that the “super-buoyancy like” behavior seen here owes more474

to the interactions of buoyancy dynamics and changes in mass loading than the standard475

Bursik and Woods [1991] theory. However, this agrees with the results of Woods and Bursik476

[1994] who examined the influence of particle fallout on the formation of a buoyant plume477

in a laboratory setting, and found that sedimentation exerted a strong influence on the478

buoyancy generation.479

Parcel theory also has a bearing on particle size and fallout. In general fallout from a480

cloud will occur when the updraft is not sufficiently strong to keep particles suspended481

[Rogers and Yau, 1989]. This occurs when the terminal fall speed of the particles is482

greater than the updraft speed. The pulses of strong updrafts seen in Fig. 7 for the483

three phases of the eruption, are therefore chiefly responsible for lofting ash higher up484

into the atmosphere. As a consequence, these are the velocities that matter with regards485

to ash transport into the umbrella cloud, not the average plume velocities. As terminal486

velocities are related to particle size, it follows that in cases where the velocity decreases487

with altitude, the size distribution within the plume is automatically differentiated with488
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only the smallest particles staying suspended in the upper part of the cloud where the489

updraft is weakest.490

It should be noted that the results above are not without caveats. The velocities esti-491

mated herein are based on visual characteristics on the exterior of the plume. It is possible492

that within the plume higher velocities existed, unseen by the analysis method employed493

here. Indeed, higher velocities that have no expression on the exterior of the plume would494

be invisible to this method. However, as we have noted the plume was characterized by495

pulsations, and high velocity thermals of long enough duration would overtake slower ob-496

scuring thermals and become visible at the top of the plume. Furthermore, the eruption497

of Eyjafjallajökull had three different phases and although results of each of these phases498

have been presented here, they only cover the cases of a weak and a moderate eruption.499

Thus, it is not clear if these results can be generalized to stronger eruptions.500

To summarize, the results herein indicate high degree of spatial and temporal vari-501

ability within the plume, both the pulsating nature and fallout from the plume lead to502

characteristics different from those expected from standard integral plume models.503
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Appendix A: Methodological details

A1. Calculation of the correlation

Tracking an identifiable feature with the MCC method requires repeated calculation of

correlation. If the target box enclosing the feature (see Fig. 2a) has dimensions of n by

n pixels, and encompassing it we define a “search-box” that extends p pixels surrounding

the target box, as shown in Fig. 10, the number of correlations that must be calculated

is given by

(p+ n+ p+ 1− n)(p+ n+ p+ 1− n) = (2p+ 1)2.

The MCC is then taken as the largest of the (2p+ 1)2 correlation values calculated.509

It is interesting to note that the number of correlations that must be calculated is not510

dependent on the dimensions of the target box, but only the size of the surrounding region511

(p pixels in this example). However, the number of arithmetic operations needed for the512

calculation of each correlation is dependent on the number of pixels in the target box.513

The direct way of calculating the correlation is to simply step through all possible514

(2p+ 1)2 configurations of the target box within the search box, calculate the correlation515

and save the maximum value. As pointed out by Clark et al. [1968] Fourier transforms516

allow for the efficient calculation of correlations, as it involves a convolution operation,517

which may, be efficiently calculated via direct multiplication of the Fourier transformed518

image in the search box and in the target. The number of operations in the direct519

calculation of the convolution increases proportional to p2 ×n2 whereas using the Fourier520

transformed method the increase is proportional to p2 × log2(p). When p is much larger521

than n the direct method is faster than the transform method, but the latter method522

becomes more efficient as p approaches n, especially for large n, p [Lewis , 1995]. In the523
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supplementary material the MCC method is implemented for the tracking of identifiable524

features using two different MatlabTM packages, one using the normxcorr2 function which525

belongs to the Image Processing ToolboxTM and also using the normxcorrn function526

which belongs to Piotr’s Image & Video Matlab Toolbox [Dollar , 2012]. For the grid527

calculations only the latter toolbox is used as it is free and easily available. The authors528

of both functions have added functionality to automatically decide at computation time529

whether to use direct calculation of the convolution or the transform method. Thus the530

MCC method as implemented in the supplementary material is sufficiently flexible to be531

used for different choices of p and n.532

A2. Details on the Lagrangian and Eulerian frameworks

For the Lagrangian tracking of identifiable features, a portion of the cloud is selected533

and tracked through the sequence of images. It was found that the results obtained were534

more robust when the sequence was run backwards, i.e. the identifiable features were535

selected towards the end of the image sequence, and then traced back towards the source536

at the vent. By running the method backwards in time it was easier to pick features that537

remained distinct throughout their rise in the plume. Each track yields time series of538

position in the plume, and vertical (and lateral velocities) were calculated using centered539

differencing.540

Several experiments were conducted to choose appropriate values for n, the size of the541

target box and p which determines the size of the search box (see Fig. 10). The larger the542

target box, the less sensitive the method is to details of the cloud motion, but too small543

a box and the method yields tracks that jump around erratically, resulting in trajectories544

that are not robust in the sense that nearby starting points may diverge, leading to a545
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scatter in velocity estimates. Experimentation showed that n = 21 provided a good546

balance between detail and robust tracks.547

The size of the search box needs to be big enough so that a features tracked do not548

move out of the search box between images. However, as the number of operations needed549

in the MCC method depends strongly on the size of the search region, p should be chosen550

as small as possible. A visual inspection of many image sequences showed that features551

were translated by most about 17 pixels between successive images, and on the basis of552

that p = 20 was chosen. These values for n and p proved to be adequate and were used553

for both the Lagrangian and Eulerian methods. Using these numbers for n and p, both554

normxcorr2 and normxcorrn use the direct method for calculating the MCC rather than555

the transform methods.556

When the MCC method was applied on a grid, care had to be taken with stationary557

and near stationary features, such as topography and distant clouds. As these features558

do not move, they have high correlation at zero translation. To avoid artifacts due to559

this, the MCC method was applied to the first order difference sequence. In other words,560

rather than tracking features from image 1 to image 2, features were tracked from image561

D1 to image D2 where D1 was the difference between images 2 and 1, and image D2562

was the difference between images 3 and 2 (and so-on for subsequent images). The first563

order differencing works as a simple moving-edge detector and resulted in a cleaner plume564

detection (see Fig 3).565

A3. Auxiliary material

Auxiliary material consists of the programs needed to perform the MCC analysis, ex-566

ample data and output.567
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Figure 1. Left panel: Map showing the location of the camera in Hvolsvollur and the summit

eruption vent. Right panel: An example of an image from the camera at Hvolsvollur. The photo

is taken at 20:12:14 UTC on 17 April. An approximate height scale valid above the vent (km

a.s.l) has been added to the photo.

A

2a)2a)

B

2b)2b) 2c)

Figure 2. a) and b) An example of the tracing of an identifiable feature between successive

images. In this case a turret in figure a is traced to figure b. c) The result of tracking a feature

throughout the accent of the plume.
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a)   Plume on 17 April at 20:06:44 UTC b)   Plume and MCC Derived Translations

c)   Plume and Maximum Cross Correlation

 

 

0.40

0.65

0.70

0.85

Figure 3. Instantaneous snapshot of the plume and its motion. a) The eruption plume on 17

April at 20:06:44 UTC. b) Translation vectors for each grid point where the MCC was higher

than 0.4. The vectors show the direction that each point is translated to in the subsequent image.

c) The maximum cross correlation (MCC) for each point where MCC is higher than 0.4. The

key to the contours is given in the legend.
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a) 17 April from 16:31:09 to 16:34:18
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b) 17 April from 20:03:04 to 20:06:34
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c) 20 April from 06:49:00 to 06:54:55
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d) 11 May from 10:50:49 to 10:55:24

Figure 4. Velocity profiles obtained by Lagrangian tracing of identifiable features on the edge

of the volcanic cloud. a) and b) show results from 17 April, when the eruption was explosive

with ash fall at low levels from the cloud, c) shows results from April 20, – the effusive phase of

the eruption and d) is from 11 May, – during the second explosive phase. For each image the

colored points indicate the identifiable feature being tracked, the number of features available

for tracking varies between images. The solid line is a loess smoother line showing the average

velocity by altitude.
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a)   Average plume and velocity vectors on 17 April 16:31 to 16:34 b)   Average plume on 17 April from 16:31 to 16:34

c)   Average plume and velocity vectors on 17 April 20:03 to 20:06 d)   Average plume on 17 April 20:03 to 20:06

Figure 5. Average plumes and average motion in the plume on 17 April for the periods 16:31

– 16:34 UTC (upper row) and 20:03 – 20:07 (lower row) The color in images b) and d) has been

adjusted to enhance the plume visibility, and average motion vectors in a) and c) were only

calculated for cases where MCC > 0.4
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a)   Average plume and velocity vectors on 20 April 06:49 to 06:54 b)   Average plume on 20 April 06:49 to 06:54

c)   Average plume and velocity vectors on  11 May 10:51 to 10:55 d)   Average plume on  11 May 10:51 to 10:55

Figure 6. Average plumes and average motion in the plume on 20 April from 06:49 to 06:54

UTC (upper row) and 11 May 10:48 to 10:55 UTC (lower row). The color in c) was adjusted to

enhance the visibility of the plume. The average motion vectors in a) where only calculated for

cases where MCC > 0.4, but in c) the MCC limit was 0.5 and furthermore the calculation in c)

was restricted to points where the MCC exceeded 0.5 for more than 40% of the time interval.
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b) Velocity transect starting at 17−Apr−2010 20:03:09
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c) Velocity transect starting at 20−Apr−2010 06:49:05
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d) Velocity transect starting at 11−May−2010 10:48:34
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Figure 7. The temporal evolution of vertical velocity on a transect in the plume. The location

of the transect is shown as a vertical line in figures 5a,c and 6a,c.
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a) Vertical velocity 17 April 16:31 to 16:34
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b) Vertical velocity 17 April 20:03 to 20:06
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c) Vertical velocity 20 April 6:49 to 6:55
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d) Vertical velocity 11 May 10:51 to 10:55

Figure 8. Velocity profiles calculated from plume motion vectors in figures 5a,c and 6a,c. The

solid line shows a loess smoothing filter applied to the point values. In all figures the average

profile is calculated from all motion estimates at a given level, except in d) where additionally

the red points and curve shows the results from an average over only the upwind part of the

plume.
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a)  Vertical velocity on 17 April, 5 minute averages
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b)  Vertical velocity on 17 April, 10 minute averages
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c)  Vertical velocity on 17 April, 30 minute averages
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d) Interquartile range of vertical velocity on 17 April

Figure 9. Velocity profiles on 17 April from 15:00 – 21:00 UTC. a) All 5 minute average

profiles, b) all 10 minute averages and c) all 30 minute averages. d) The interquartile range of

velocity estimates as a function of altitude for the different averaging periods. For visualization

purposes in a) and b) only the smoothing filter (same as in 8) is shown, but in c) the point values

are also included. The thick line in a) and b) shows the average velocity for the whole 6 hour

interval.
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Figure 10. A target box A with dimensions n by n pixels, and a search box that extends p

pixels surrounding Box A. An examination of the figure should easily reveal that the number of

ways box A can be positioned within the search box is (2p+ 1)2.
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